
Posting to the Q&A Section of the Industry FOA Webpage  

Question: Is the Office of Nuclear Energy (NE) able to continue its support of the U.S. Industry Opportunities for Advanced 
Nuclear Technology Development Funding Opportunity Announcement (Industry FOA) in fiscal year (FY) 2022? 

Answer: Yes, the Industry FOA has stimulated interest in advanced reactor technology development and deployment since 
2018. These efforts, combined with other industry-supporting initiatives, have been highly successful. We now have many 
projects underway through joint agreements with industry that span from conceptual design through development and 
demonstration of innovative advanced reactor technologies. Given this significant number of partnerships, the delay in receipt 
of FY 2022 appropriations, and current NE priorities for available funds, NE will only complete one Industry FOA application 
and review cycle for FY 2022. The following table identifies the new FY 2022 funding that NE plans to allocate to support 
additional Industry FOA awards in Cycle 2022-1, which closes for applications on June 29, 2022 (see notes). Please refer to the 
FY 2022 budget request for more information about NE programs (DOE FY 2022 Budget Request Vol 3.2 (energy.gov)). FYI, NE was able 
to apply nearly all available prior year funding towards awards under Cycle 2021-1; thus, there are no prior year funds available 
for Cycle 2022-1. 
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1.0 0.53 9.04 7.0 
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MicroRx7  2.08 1.09 1.010 43.5 

 

https://www.energy.gov/sites/default/files/2021-06/doe-fy2022-budget-volume-3.2-v3.pdf


Notes: 

1. The due date for submission of NE Industry FOA Cycle 2022-1 applications has been extended from April 30, 2022, to June 29, 2022, at 5:00 p.m. Eastern 
Time. DOE will not accept questions after June 15, 2022. 

2. Due to funding limitations, DOE will not execute additional cycles in FY 2022. Accordingly, the NE Industry FOA (#DE-FOA-0001817) will permanently 
close upon completion of Cycle 2022-1. Analysis and planning for follow on engagements between NE and United States Industry is underway and outcomes will 
be communicated separately. 

3. Advanced Sensors and Instrumentation (ASI) seeks applications to develop methods of implementing digital innovation in the development of Instrumentation 
and Control (I&C) systems for advanced reactor concepts. Successful proposals should include digital engineering of a relevant advanced reactor component or 
system with full integration of I&C.  The proposal should include the development of a Digital Twin of the component through modeling and simulation and the 
fabrication of a physical system with the capability for hardware-in-the-loop implemented on a surrogate non-nuclear facility or testbed. The system demonstration 
should focus on the integration of advanced I&C technologies and the assessment of their impact on the system performance. The developed system should be able 
to demonstrate high coupling factor with the physical non-nuclear surrogate through experimental testing and allow for historical and time-forward perturbation 
studies. Additionally, applicants are highly encouraged to pursue system designs that are directly connected with an advanced reactor facility or testbed already 
existing or under construction. If applicants do not have access to the physical resources, they should seek partnerships with advanced reactor developers to provide 
relevance of the digital engineering to a physical system already under development to aid in the maturation of an established reactor component or system. 

4. AMMT seeks applications supporting demonstration of technologies through the production of parts, components, and subsystems that have the potential for 
widespread impact in manufacturing for the nuclear sector. New materials combined with innovative processing techniques can accelerate the transition of 
promising nuclear systems and improve the competitiveness of the current fleet and advanced reactors. To catalyze the adoption of cutting-edge technologies, 
AMMT wants to invest resources at critical decision points to help overcome technological and regulatory hurdles that could be seen as too risky for the private 
sector to take on alone.  Additionally, other factors that need to be considered are performance, costs/savings, deployment potential, technical risk, and required 
measurement and verification efforts. The goal is to engage reactor vendors and original equipment manufacturer (OEM) suppliers for products and capabilities 
with the intent for adoption of the technologies.  Applications for this topic area must culminate in a demonstration of the proposed technology under 
Pathway 1, which requires a minimum of a 50/50 cost share.   For additional information see Q&A Document Question # 176, as well as Questions #18, 
#58 and #109A. 

5. LWRS seeks applications to support flexible plant operation and generation, including applications of heat from the current nuclear fleet.  DOE currently has 
private-public partnerships to demonstrate both high temperature and low temperature small-scale systems for producing hydrogen.  In preperation for future scale-
up of industrial use of nuclear energy, it is anticipated that selected awardees will include development of infrastructure needed for a nuclear industrial energy park 
near an existing reactor, to include thermal and electrical output, as well as feedstock inputs for industrial/chemical processes.  Potential activities that advance 
nuclear integration beyond the current small scale nuclear hydrogen production demonstrations may include but are not limited to activities that lead to or achieve: 

• Demonstration of thermal energy extraction, distribution, and control at the 20 to 300 MWth levels to support high temperature electrolysis and 
thermal storage applications at a nuclear plant;   

• Emulation of a full range of heat flow dynamics for thermal applications (including electrolyzers) with a controllable thermal load (connected to a 
20 to 300 MWth nuclear plant thermal distribution system) used to support probabalistic risk assessments, understand new initiating events, 
provide regulatory guidance, understand human factors, and evaluate the response (or lack of response) of reactor coolant temperature, turbine 
generators, and other aspects of operation;  



• Site designs for energy parks, including infrastructure near existing nuclear plants for transporting and storing CO2 sources for use in chemical 
processes, and design optimization of local electrical infrastructure to support localized use of nuclear energy; and   

• Scalable prototype fuel synthesis system for verfication of conversion efficiencies and development of fully autonomous synfuel plant controls. 

It is expected that these first-of-a-kind activities will be used to benefit all U.S. nuclear plants through data sharing, and by providing a basis for licensing 
and development of regulatory requirements.    

6. Advanced SMR RD&D seeks applications to support development and demonstration of domestic manufacturing capabilities needed in the development of 
small modular reactors of various technology types.  Applications for this funding may include innovative reactor component manufacturing capabilities and first-
of-a-kind applications, e.g. large forgings, that will enhance the domestic supply chain and have broad applicability to the demonstration of advanced SMR 
technologies.  Applications for this topic area must culminate in a demonstration of the proposed technology under Pathway 1, which requires a minimum 
of a 50/50 cost share.   For additional information see Q&A Document Question # 176, as well as Questions #18, #58 and #109A. 

7. ART seeks applications to support activities related to microreactor development and future demonstration. Other reactor types will not be considered for this 
funding.  

8. TRISO seeks applications to support activities related to TRISO fuel and graphite qualification, fabrication oOf TRISO fuel, use of TRISO fuel in advanced 
reactors, and closing regulatory gaps associated with the qualification and use of TRISO fuel and graphite in advanced reactors. 

9. NRIC seeks applications to support activities to enable advanced reactor development, testing, and demonstration.  

10. Advanced Reactor Regulatory Development seeks applications to support activities to establish a regulatory framework and licensing technical requirements 
for advanced reactors and perform targeted research to reduce the regulatory risks associated with advanced reactors. 

 


